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Disclaimer

 Appreciate all feedback

 Whether via email, post-panel, during the con, on my blog, FB 
page, etc.

 Have business cards you can take at any point during the 
panel



Background & FYI

 Originally started as ‘Obscure JRPGs You Should Play 
(Available in America)’…

 But then ppl. go stupid when “obscure” is mentioned; i.e., 
hipsters ruin everything

 Then turned into ‘Sit Down, STFU, & Play this JRPG’…

 Became an unwieldly beast that valued quantity over quality

 Now… 

 Actually have time for audience input

 Granted, b/c of basis, lots of JRPGs 

 Went w/ this section from the prev. panel b/c it gets me the 
most hype



Moving On…

 Audience participation super encouraged!

 If you aren’t familiar w/ a game, ask about it!

 Definitely suggest games to me afterwards

 If there’s a video, gonna talk through it

 & since this is 2 hours, playing every video I have (please bare 
w/ me)

 There will be spoilers to some degree



Games
Games added based on meh & lower ratings



Infinite Undiscovery



Videos

 Trailer



 Pros

 ZOMG, love taking down chains

 Love seeing your other parties do stuff while you’re going through

an area

 Cons

 Sheath/unsheath system

 Some areas where ridiculously too dark

 Too short

 Holy god, too many characters, not enough BG/development

 Meh

 Protag 

 Certain character could only be in your secondary/tertiary party

 “Why the f**k even?!”s

 Again, sheath/unsheath system

 Hate the maze-like forest



Also…

Tentacle grape: 
worst boss EVAR



Asura’s Wrath



Videos

 Opening/Gameplay

 Clip from an LP



 Pros

 Interesting gameplay

 ZOMG, it’s hilariously over-the-top

 Liam O’Brien for the dub >.>

 “Episodic”

 Cons

 Asura, not a man of many words ~.~;

 ZOMG, it’s like they had the smallest sound effect collection

 The same…3-5 sound clips for the monsters

 Meh

 WTF Gohma even X/

 “Why the f**k even?!”s

 God is this game repetitive >.>

 What the f*** was the point of Olga even?!



*Star Ocean: Last Hope



Videos

 Trailer



Also



 Pros

 So pretty

 Love the fight system

 Love going from world to world

 Cons

 Plot

 Pretty, but everything’s shiny ~.~

 Myuria, can’t tap that >.>

 Meh

 Character designs/garb; ppl. look so vastly different from their respective races

 Never liked/got accustomed to the blindside system

 F**K. REIMI -_-

 “Why the f**k even?!”s

 Again, the plot

 Certain characters surviving depending on the ending

 World – world = switching out f’ing discs

 What is this, the 90s???



Nier (Nier: Gestalt)



Videos

 Trailer



 Pros

 Great music

 Interesting characters

 Liam O’Brien

 Generally good voice acting

 Plot 

 Multiple endings

 Interesting/quirky battle system

 Same vein as Drakengard, each ending is more depressing than the last

 Cons

 Lots of backtracking

 Esp. when trying to get the other endings

 Although areas at first seem pretty varied & open, gets annoying after playing through multiple time for endings + side 
quests 

 Side quests can take forever to complete

 After a certain point in game, becomes impossible to do older quests (near beginning)

 Meh

 Replayability

 Old Nier vs. young Nier

 Cuts made for American version

 Result of final ending

 “Why the f**k even?!”s

 One ending is literally a bunch of text on a black BG

 Acquiring different endings + affect on gameplay



Drakengard series
*Rating: Meh/average across the board



Videos

 Trailers/intros



 Pros

 Music for all games

 (personal preference) Love the depressing plots >.>;

 Each ending  is typically more depressing than the last

 Usually super interesting characters, dynamics, etc.

 Being able to mount your dragon at any point (D2)

 Fun/interesting boss fights

 Save D2, either have assist characters or can swap out character 

 Cons

 Super repetitive gameplay, namely 1

 Lack luster enemy designs (D1)

 Due to how you acquire endings, lots & lots of backtracking 

 Can be a pain controlling the dragon

 Meh

 Combat system

 Replayability

 “interesting characters” but how some of them are interesting, esp. 1 & 3 >.>;

 Drakengard 3 = nothing but sex & potty jokes (may/may not be a problem depending) 

 “Why the f**k even?!”s

 As always, how you acquire endings, namely 2

 Route D final boss fight (D1 & D3)

 Final boss/final route in D2



Danganronpa Another Episode: Ultra Despair Girls



Videos

 Opening



 Pros

 Explains the period of time btwn 1st & 2nd game

 Good voice acting (both sub & dub)

 Prefer sub for this series but the dub has an all-star voice cast

 Using Toko was fun…& made the game w/ all its terrible controls tolerable >__>

 Boss fights were pretty fun

 The different Monokuma types (at least in concept)

 Graphics/animation

 Cons

 Terrible controls

 Tasteless humor

 Let’s have a literal molestation machine…controlled by a kid that was a victim of sexual abuse (wtf)

 Concept of Byakuya getting caught so easily ~.~

 Meh

 Introducing characters…to kill them 5 seconds later

 (Depending) Some/most/all of the children are annoying

 Terrible targeting for the megaphone gun (but can be improved w/ skills down the road)

 Certain reveals involving Shirokuma & Kurokuma

 Komaeda..?

 “Why the f**k even?!”s

 Let’s just trivialize all forms of child abuse

 B/c one throw away line along the lines of “no, the parents totes care” washes away years of abuse DX

 Again, child that suffered sexual abuse…& then there’s another character that “likes them young” 



Tales of Symphonia: Dawn of the New World
“Courage is the magic that turns dreams into reality” ~Richter Abend



Videos

 Japanese OP

 So you get that sweet OP song



 Pros

 Mon system

 I like Emil so >.>

 LOVE Richter

 Multiple endings

 Get all the characters from the previous game

 Cons

 Marta, in general (although OK in battle)

 Decus/Alice hardly get enough screen time

 & still miffed they don’t join your party

 Get all the characters from the previous game…reminding how much I don’t really care 
about the present ones >.>

 Meh

 Mon system

 Became unnecessary about 2-3 hours in (maybe even sooner)

 Having to juggle Marta/Emil

 “Why the f**k even?!”s

 “Courage is the magic the turns dreams into reality”

 Why didn’t they mention Ratatosk in the prev. game if he’s so important



Time Hollow



Videos

 Trailer



 Pros

 Yay, time travel!/

 Semi interesting plot

 Nice & short

 w/ a relatively satisfying ending

 Cons

 Holy geez, the translation (@.@)

 Super easy

 Almost impossible to game over

 Interface

 As usual, the phlebotinum for time travel makes no G.D. sense

 Meh

 Plot

 Due to a combination of bad translation + nonsensical decisions by characters

 “Romantic interest”

 & then the end game way of tying up that loose end

 Pretty light-hearted, so doesn’t explore full potential of negative consequences of Butterfly 
Effect

 “Why the f**k even?!”s

 WTF is up with the villain, even?!



*The Evil Within



Videos

 Trailer



 Pros

 DLC

 Some of the perspective screws (when Det. Castellanos was foaling

down a pit then hit the wall)

 Weapons, stats, etc. upgrade system

 Some of the more grotesque boss designs

 Cons

 DLC

 Plot, esp. near the end

 Lak of diversity w/ enemies

 Freakin’.  Jojo (“I lost my gwasses!!”)

 Meh

 “Stealth”

 DLC

 Action horror vs. survival horror

 Not that scary

 Bland characters

 “Why the f**k even?!”s

 Why did Jojo have to die, yo?!

 DLC



FFXIII series (esp. FFXIII-2 but really LR)
Interesting things about the first 2 game ratings…



Videos

 Openings for all

 B/c you know you love Lightning so much, you want to see her 
3 times XD

 I know u don’t but I have 2 hours to kill; plz humor me >___>;; (pppllllzzzzz)



Also…



 Pros

 ZOMG it’s so pretty & the worlds look sooo amazing

 Good soundtrack; not the best of the series but still like it

 Liked the mon system in game 2

 Love almost everything about the fight system in game 3

 For a game series to make me go from despising Snow to loving him, you f’ing win >.>

 Also loved Fang & Lightning was pretty cool

 Cons

 Game 1, w/ the fight system, the game literally plays itself X/

 Time travel wibbly wobbly  failures for the 2nd game

 There are a lot, so just accept these few >.>’

 0 characterization for super important characters, like Yeul & Caius

 Meh

 Could only do so much w/ the mon system

 Characters + development

 “Why the f**k even?!”s

 2nd game was supposed to be all about Lightning…where the f**k was Lightning?!

 You know what, the entire series in general >.>

 If nothing else, sequels were so not necessary for the first game

 Especially the 3rd game

 Even though I like Snow, Snow…in general



Ar Tonelico series
*Rating: Meh across the board w/ Ar Tonelico: Melody of Metafalica being rated the highest (& 
even then)



Videos

 Openings for all!



 Pros

 Soundtrack is sooo good

 Fun w/ Reyvateil system

 Love the dive system

 Cons

 1st game, waaay too easy

 2nd game, had too many typos, general localizing issues; game breaking bug; both female 
leads were pretty annoying

 3rd game, too many annoying anime tropes 

 Meh

 ALL THE INNUENDO!

 Like a prepubescent boy wrote the script

 Time for a well-placed video ~.^.^~

 Finding talk topics

 Game 3, stripping..?

 But the guys do it to, so that makes it OK  I guess >.>;

 “Why the f**k even?!”s

 You couldn’t have male Reyvateils…really?



.hack//G.U. series
*Rating: lukewarm according to Wikipedia’s reception section; more or less mediocre



Videos

 Trailer



 Pros

 Con’t where the anime left off

 Better gameplay than previous entries

 soundtrack

 Cons

 Pretty linear

 Nuked the armor & magic system

 No Wavemaster class, just weak @$$ Harvest Cleric/Shadow Warlock/Macabre Dancer 
classes >.>

 Meh

 Too many unnecessary characters in your party that are barely developed

 Goes to making it seem more like a MMORPG

 Annoying protag

 “Why the f**k even?!”s

 Seriously, WTF Ovan >.>

 Way too much happening in the 3rd game



Runner Ups/Honorable 
Mentions



Agarest War: Zero
Why only a runner-up/HM

Goodness

Badness

“Tears”



Fate/EXTRA
Why only a runner-up/HM

Goodness

Badness

“Tears”



Monster Rancher Evo
Why only a runner-up/HM

Goodness

Badness

“Tears”



Tales of the World: Radiant Mythology
Why only a runner-up/HM

Goodness

Badness

“Tears”



Xblaze Code: Embryo
Why only a runner-up/HM

Goodness

Badness

“Tears”

Video



Digimon World 3
Why only a runner-up/HM

Goodness

Badness

“Tears”



Project XZone
Why only a runner-up/HM

Goodness

Badness

“Tears”



Motto Discussion
Namely, What are some other less than stellar games you 
think should be given a chance?



Before You Go…

 Help yourself to my business cards If you have any 
questions, comments, feedback, etc., contact me however

 My blog, e-mail, comment on a relating blog post, smoke 
signals, carrier pigeons, whatever tickles your fancy



Other Panels
 Friday, Sept. 7 (9/7/18)

 Yaoi & Bara Tropes & Trends (18+)

 11p-midnight

 Events 3

 Saturday, Sept. 8 (9/8/18)

 Diamonds in the Rough: Videogame Edition

 7-9p

 Events 3

 Figures to the Max!: Blinded by B00bs Edition (18+)

 Midnight-1am

 Events 4

 Sunday, Sept. 9 (9/9/18)

 Sit Down, STFU, & Play this JRPG (Deluxe Edition)

 3-4:30p

 Events 5



Thanks for Coming!


